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RESU ME
Le. rf.ultat. concernant la biololi8. etla dynamique de troi. e.~ce. de .paridae
.ont pr'.entf. dan. cet article. L'ftude eet ba.4!e .ur le. donn4!e. obtenue•• partir de cam-
pa,ne. de cbaluta,e. entrepriee. en 1969 et 1970 dan. le cadre du prolramme UNDP. du
Fbhel'y ruearch Unit du GHANA.
L'habitat optimum peNr le. e.~c.. ftud1fe. ~tait un fond dur entre ZO et 30 bra..e••
avec UlM bioma..e beDthique 'levfe et Une te.rature inr'rieure '- ZO·C. Pa.1'1U ebrenberli
ftait moine i.otbermiqae que le. deWE autre. e.pèce•.
Dentex canarienai. et Pall'Wl e~renberll montr~rentune di.tribution .batbym4!trique
de. taiUe. bien caractfri.'e. en toute••ai.on•• le. plu. gro. individu. occupant le. eaWE le.
plue profonde••
Il exiete cleWE pfriode. de ponte par an pour le•. troi. e.~ce. et l~. DOuvelle. re-
crue. apparaie.ent dan. la population exploit'e. pendant leur pre_~re annfe. Le. troi. e.-
~ce' attei.nent la mlturit' .exuel1e au d'but de leur deWEi~me annfe.
Le. fluctuation. du facteur de condition••uivent un cycle .ai.onnier identique pour
le. 3 e.~ce•• en relation avec la p4riode de ponte et le. condition. hydrolo.ique•.
Il n'exiUe que deWE .roupe. d'.ge. abondant. dan. la population e, I. 1+ et n+ qui
lorment plu. de 80"" de. prlaee.
Le l'élime alimentaire e.t .urtout à ba.e de J)Oi~.on•. L'alimentation .emble plu.
inten.e en ~riode d'upwelling.
- PNUD/FAO , BP .8a , Tunll , Tu"I,'e
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ABSTRACT
Th~ ~eeults of the work on biology and dynamics of three speeiee of Spa~idaeiare i
given in this paper. The etudy is based on the data obtained from trawling survey carried out
in 1969 and 1'970 v.Dcle~ th~ programme of UNDP - Fishery Re.earcb Unit.Ghana~ ! . " ~.
The optimum babitat for the studied speciee was found to be a hard boltom be-
tween ZO and 30·fatboms. rich in bioma.. and witb a sea temperature below ZO·C.PaI~
ebreDbergi wa. less iaothermic than the otber two species.
Dentez canarieJl8ia and Pagru. ehrenbergi sbowed a districtive ah;e distribution
." cs.pth in aU aeaaon.; biager nah ....cre found ln deeper waters.
There are two .pawning periode in a year for aU three speclea and the new re-
crutt. come lDto the exploited population withlD the Cirat year of life. AU three .pedee mature
iD the begiDDina of their aecond year of life.
The fluctuation. of condition factor aho_d a aimilar aeaaonal cycle for aU three
apedea and they werc in relation to apawning period and hydrographie condition••
Tbere are only two abumant age group. in the population e. i. 1+ and U+ .which
formed more than 80,," of the catcb.
Fiah wa. the maiD diet for the .tudied .peciea. Feeding _ma to be moat inten-
sive during upwelliu, period.
....
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INTRODUCTION
During our trawling survey (Rijavec - manuscript) it WaS
shawn that Speridae represont the steadiest end the most abundant part
of damersa1 fish stocks on the shelf of Ghana between 10 and 40 fathoms.
Three species, i.e. Pagel1us coupei, Pagrus ehrenbergi and Dentex cane-
riensis were the moat important, their participation in the total catch
beeing 8.15,5.06 and 6.51% respectively. fisheries statistics for Ghana
inshore waters for 1970 have shown that 14.7% of the total trawl catch
were Bea breams.
Very little research has been done on the biology of these
sparids in the tropical Eastern Atlantic. Some date on their distribu-
tion can be found in the publications of ORSTOM (ROSSIGNOL et al., 1960,
CROSNIER, 1964, CROSNIER and SERRIT, 1966, POINSARD and TROADEC, 1967,
DURAND, 1967, TROADEC et al., 1969, BOUILLON et el., 1969) aB well aB ,in
the papere of LONGHURST (1964, 1965) and POSTEL (1954)~ The report of
Guinean Trawling Survey (WILLIAMS, 1968) and the paper of SAllEN (1957)
are the only sources of this kind of information for the Ghana waters.
Sorne biological observations were done on Pagellus coupei (SKORNYAKOV,
1963a) and Pagrus ehrenbergi (LONGHURST, 1963, MATTA, 1965).
MATERIAts
The data for the present atudy were co~ected during the
regular trawling survey programme of which the deteiled description is
given elsewhere (Rijavec - manuscript).
There were accomplished 22 monthly trensects off Terne from
JBnuary 1969 ta December 1970, each consisted of 5 stations et 5,10,
15,20 and 25 fathoms depth respectively. In eddition, seven trips were
-52-
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made between August 1969 and nècember 1970 and data were collected from
21 stations on the transccts off Axim; Cape Coast, Winneba, T~ma and
Keta at depths between 10 and 40 fûthoms' (Fig.O.
From the samples obtained the following number of specimens
.
WaS examined for various studies:
Pagellus coupei
LBngth distri- 20071bution and growth
Pagrus ehrenbergi
8062
Dentex canariehsis
6885
•
L!W relationship
and condition
. factor
Reproduction
studies
Stomach content
1664
5059
164
2447
4437
134
METHQDS·
2411
4135
129 ..
•
Length measurements corresponding to total length Were made
to the nearest centimetre. The fish invcstigûted for length-weight rela-
tionship, condition factor and gonosomatic index were measured to one
millimetre/gramme Bccuracy. The gonads were weighed to one decigramme.
From each catch random samples were taken for length mCasu-
rements and 250 fish were measured. If the number of fish caught Was
smaUer than 250 (but not smaller then 2D) all fish wore measured. From
these samples, subsamples for biological studies were taken - at most
five fish from each c~ group.
Sex ratio Was tested by chi-square index of dispersion.
Minimum length at first reproduction Was estimated by using the same
methods aS for mesh selectivity experiments. The investigütion of the
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reproductive cycle wns based on the monthly fluctuations of gonosomatic
," - :
index (expressed for each sax aS the percentage of gonad weight in rela-
tion to the total body weight). Calculations of length-weight parameters
were done in the standard manner by regression analysis of logarithmic
values of average weights in each cm length group.
Condition factors were calculated for both sexes of Pagellus
coupei while.only for females in the other two species. As a power for
length in the equation the parameter obtained from length-weight rela-
tionship Was used. Monthly averages of condition factors were calculated
and ware plotted together with monthly averagee of the gonosomatic index.
Modes waro selected in the nonthly length frequency distri-
butions for each species according ta similar criteria to those establi-
shed by HENNEMUTH (1961). The modes Were joined along the most probable
growth lines to trace the growth of individual broods. Growth rate para-
meter and asymptotic length were calculated by using the linear form of
Von Bertalanffy's equation:
•
Only full stomachs wero examined for main taxonomie groups.
RESULTS
1.- DISTRIBUT IOI'J AND ABUNDf\NCE
In 168 comparative trawling tows 30B6 kg of Pagellus coupei,
-
1915 kg of Pagrus ehrenbergi and 2463 of Dentex canariensis were caught.
The average catch per hour wos l8~4, Il.4 and 14.7 respectively. These
.
relatively small values of catch rates are due to many nil catches on
.
the stntions in shallow Waters where these three species seldom pene-
trate. Maximum catches per one hour' s towing were 528,63 and 118 kgs
taking the same arder of species as above.
•
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Fig· 3 Pagellus coupej-catch ratrtS (kg/h) a~ a function of t~mperature and trawling depth.
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1.1.- Ecological limLting factors
On figure 2 are shown the curves of relative abundance of fish
in relation to the depth. For ail thrce species the highest catch rates
occurred at 30 fathoms. Pagellus coupei showed a docline in density at
25 fathoms. On the other hand, at 40 fathoms Pagellus couEei WaS still
relatively abundant while Pa9Fus ehrenbergi and Dentex canariensis were
scarce (Fig.3-5).
1.1.2.- Temperature:
AlI three species were found in the range of 16.10° ta 28.58°C.
The distribution of fish shawed, however, a dist~nctive pattern within
this range. From the bathythermograph records we noticed that the lowest
limit of the thermoclinelay between 19 and 21°C, but most of the time
Was around 20 0 e. On this baais we divided the Water column into three
temperature-layers, i.e. bclow the:rmocline ( 20°), thermocline or dis-
continuity layer (20 - 25°) and surface layer 25°). We split the
layers according ta trawling depths and fitted into the resulting sub-
divisions the catch rates of eaoh individuel heul and their average
values (Fig.3-5). The following results can be deduced:
Pagellus coupei: Although there is a certain overlap in the distribu-
tion of this species between two lower loyers, the fish is evidently
more abundant on the graunds where the temperature is below 20 0 e and
very seldom penetrùtes through the upper limit of the thermocline.
•
•
•
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Dentex canariensis: This species shows the Same temperature distribution
aS the provious one. In addition, it can be noticed that the bathymetric
factor is hore very important and very little fish can bo found above 20
fathoms.
Pagrus ohrenbergi: This fish is equally abundant in bath lower wator la-
yors and sometimes is ta be found even in Warm waters above 25°C. On the
othar it is rather rostrioted ta the depths betwoen 20 and 30 fathoms.
1.1.3.- Oxygen:
The oxygen content where aIl threc spacies were caught ran-
ged batween 2.22 and 6.25 ml/l~ Within this range the speoies distribu-
tion is very similar ta that in relation ta the tomperature i.e. the fish
ware more associated with lower values of oxygene This certainly docs not
mean that optimal values of oxygen content in the water must be low, but
that low temperatures abova the bottom are oorrelûtod with low valu8s of
oxygen content and viceversa. The positive correlation coefficient het-
ween these two values Was highly significant (r=0.89). Bccause the 000-
ling of the sea water on tha bottom is due ta upwclling i.e. inshore
movements of deep Central Water of South Atlantic (BERRIT, 1964) with
low oxygen content, this correlation was normally expectod.
1.1.4.- 5alinity:
AlI thre8 specios warc found within tha salinity ranga of
33~52 ta 36.10%0. No distinctive distribution pattern of the fish within
this range could be found. Although very few fish of aIl three species
were found in the water below 34%0' these values occurred on the stations
at 10 and 15 fathoms where, aS we have seen, thosc fishes were SCarse or
absent throughout the year.
- - - II'lVcr1lbrollc fauna (q)
• POIgcllull coupel
)f- - --"'lt POIgrus ehrenbergi
+-._.-+ Dentu cOInOlrlel'lsis
20
13 15 4 6 5 10 16 11 9 17 STATION No.
DENSfTV
70(Kg/h)
60
50
30
20
10
Fig. 6 Corre talion betwun quantity or lnvertebratc fauna (q) ;ll'ld densily of Sparldac (kgfh) .
..
•
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1.1.5.- Nature of bottom:
On table 1 the cateh rates and percentage occurrences of
studied species aro presontod aS a function of the nature cf the bottom.
The highest catch rates for aIl three species arc found on hard gorgona-
.rian grounds while very 10w ones on soft muddy ones.
1.1.6.- Quantity of Invertcbrate Fauna:
On figure~ 3-5 it can be secn that in what is apparently the
most convenient environment for thE invcstigated species, aS far aS tem-
pérature and depth are concer~ed i.e. at 25 and 30 fathoms below the
thermocline, we find together with big catches the ones where very few
or no fish were caught at aIl. This goes especially for Pagrus e. and
Dentex c. In aIl these cases, without exception, the ground on which
thcse negative catches occurred wa~ pure mud (stations 1,2, 3, 21). It
WaS shawn before (Rijavec - manuscript) that on tho muddy grounds of
Gh~na shelf only very small quantitics of invertebrate fauo& can be
fuund. If we assume that the quantity of invertebrate caught in the net
is the indicator of the riehness of the biomass of the. g~ound, and as
such the indicator of the abundance of the available food for most fish,
WB can expect sorne relation between this factor and the density of a
particular fish (within the limits of other ecologieal limiting factors).
On figure 6 the average values of the quantity of invertebra~es (the
method of calculûting the density index of invertebrates is described
Blsewhere; Rijavec - manuscript) obtained during three cruises (May,
October, Dccember - 1970) ~orc plottcd for cach st~tion together with
catch rates of oaeh species separatoly. Positive correlation coefficients
were significant on 1% level for Pogrus c. and Dentex c. (r=0.85 and
0.77) and on 5% levaI for Pagellus c. (r=0.47).
For the tables 1 te 8 mentioned in the texte, see at the end of the volume.
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5ummarizing it can be said that in Ghana Waters the optimum
habitat for the three species wos a hard bottom betweon 20 and 30 fathoms,
rich in biomûss, and with temperoturo below 20°[.
1.2.- 5casonal migrations
Inshore-offshoro movemonts of aIl three species follow a dis-
tinctive pattcrn~ in accordance with the temporaturo optimum of their ha-
bitat. At the end of December and especially, in August when the cool
deep wator movos inshore (upwelling), Pagellus c. and PEsrus e. penetra-
ted inshore up ta 10 fathoms depth Dentex c. WaS most obundant;at 20 fa-
thorns. In Fobruary, May and October, i.e. during hydrographic stability
with sharp thermocline (the base of which is botween 20-23 fathoms) aIl
three species were restrictod to the depth of 25 and 30 fathoms (Table
II). However, Pûgrus e. is more ouxythermic than the othertwo speçies
aS' we have already mentioned before. On the Tema transoct, which WaS
sampled monthly, intensive inshore movements of this specios were rocor-
dod' iri'Septetnber in bath years i~e. during its main spawnïng periode
1.3.- 500sonal fluctuations of the catch
The above migrations should be reflected in the catch fluc-
tuations of these species in inshore waters. The commercial statistics
for the inshoro trawling fleet show in 1970 rather clearly that the
biggest catches of Sparidee Were during the main upwelling seaSon
(July ta September) and in December (Table III).
However, the increûse in abundance is not aS spectacular aS
it appears from the table. The effort index in these statistics (traw-
ling trip) is a very bad mensure because the whole trawling fleet is
•. i..
combined together~ The upwelling seaSon is also the time of the main
sardine fishery. During this period aIl smsll boats (27 1 - 49 1 ), which
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normally trawl at other times, fish for sardines w~th purse seines. Only
the big trawlers (60' - 100 t) maintei" thei.x trawling operations and
normally the catch per trip would increase regardless of the quantity of
available fish (their trip usually lasts 4-5 days against one day only
for small vessels). Nevertheless the absolute landing data of sea breams
(Table III) raveal the same trend of fluctuations, whereas the diffe-
rences in cntches between the cold and Warm season arc not sa big aS
with the denaity index (catch/trip).
The December peak in catch could alsa be cBused by the rB-
cruitment of the new generation of PagruB e. and Dentex c. into the
fisheries (see later).
2.- LENGTH DISTRIBUTION
Pagellus coupei:
The Bize range of aIl specimens caught on Tema transect in
1969 Was 6-27 cm. In 1970 they were within the 4-28 cm group. On all the
transects of the shelf of Ghana this range Was 4-30 cm. The combined
length-frequency curves Were mostly unimodal or bimodûl, and only OCCB-
aionally polymodal (Figures 7, 8). The length-frequency curves of indi-
viduel samples were almost always unimodal, which might suggest thet the
shoals were grouped by age.
The new]y recruited ganeration came into the population in
1970 in September with modal length of 5 cm. In 1969 recruitment WaB ap-
parently later, probably in October. Although this i5 only an estimate
aS we did not sample in October end November, we can not be much mista-
ken. In December 1969 this new generatian WaB very distinct and its
modal length WaB similar ta that of 1970. This generation is thought to
be the braad from the main spawning in June. The broad from the "6mall"
spawning periad (January) cauld nat be traced fram length-frequency
histagrams •
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On the whole the males were slightly bigger than the females.
In sorne months (around the spawning sesson) the difference in mean length
between seXes WaS very small and even reversed (Table IV). The size range
of females Was smaller too. The biggest female oaught WaS in the 25 cm
group.
The mean length for the whole population WaS 15.54 cm in 1969
and 15.72 cm in 1970. The monthly and seasonal fluctuations of mean
lengths were very dynamic (Tables IV, V). The minimal values were found
in September and October when recruitment occurred~
There seems ta be a size distribution by depth. Apart from
August, when the biggest fish were found in shallow waters, the highest
values of mean size were always at the depth of 20 and 25 fathoms. As
will be shown later these were also the depths where ~he .ex ratio WaS
constantly in favour of males.
Pagrus ehrenbergi:
The overall size range of this species on Tema transect was
4-40 cm in 1969 and 5-43 cm in 1970. During Seven trips on the whole
shelf of Ghana the fish measured 4-43 cm. The length-frequency curves
representing a~l samples together were always polymodal (Figures 9, 10).
It WaS noticed, however, aS with the previous species, that very often
the schools were grouped in presumably age groups, length-frequency
curves having been unimodal on individual stations.
The new recruits from the main spawning season came into the
population in December in both years of inv8stiga~on. In 1969 their
modal length Wes 5 and 6 cm while 7-8 cm in 1970. The reBson for this
discrepancy may well be that in 1969 the main spawning took place latex
than in 1970 perhaps in october, but again we have no data for this
month. However, the low value of the gonosomatic index in September 1969
in comparison with that of September 1970 (Figure 15), might suggest
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that the peak spawning in 1969 occurred one month later. The brood from
the small spawning period could be traced in 1969 in July while in 1970
in August (aIl transects) and September (Tema trasect). The modal length
of these recruits WaS 10 cm.
In aIl months and at aIl depths the males were bigger than
females (Table IV). The size range of females Was 7 cm smaller than tha,t
of males. From 38 cm on we did not catch females anymore~
The mean length for the whole population WaS 18.62 cm in 1969
and 25.37 cm in 1970. The reason for this difference is the fact that in
1969 the juvenile generation Was very strong and remained so throughout
the year on the investigated fishing ground. In both years the seasonal
changes in me an size Were frequent and rather erratic {Tables IV, V).
They were due to recruitment, migration of different age groups and
changes in sex distribution.
There was a distinct size distribution by depth in aIl sea-
sons~ the mean size increased with depth. This Was especially remarkable
during recruitment time {December).
Dentex canariensis:
In 1969 the size range of this species on Tema transBct WaS
between 7 and 68 cm. In 1970 the fish caught measured 11-70 cm. The
overall size range on a11 transects Was 7-70 cm. Length-frequency curves
of a11 semples bulked are mostly polymodal but dominant mode is very
often clearly distinctive (Figures 11, 12). Individual semples showed
the Same caracteristic aS the other two species i.e. their length-fre-
quency distribution being mostly unimodal.
In 1969 and 1970 the newly recruited generation came into
the population in December with modal length 14-15 cm. The size su~gests
that this brood wes from January spawning. In August we can trace
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another generation coming into the population (this is especially evident
in the August 1970 histogram whe1:e data from all the transects ara combi-
ncd (figure 12) with no distinct mode with the size rango 12-17 cm. This
is probably the brood from the previous yoar's main spawning in August.
With few exceptions the males were bigger than females (Table
IV). The biggest female caught measured 63 cm.
The mean length of the whole population WaS 29.07 cm in 1969
and 26.87 cm in 1970. The monthly and sonsonal fluctuations of mean size
do not show such big variations as the other two species~ A distinct drop
in mean length values of the whole population occurred in August and De-
cember during recruitment (Tables IV, V). In those months there WaS also
observed a remarkable size distribution by depth, the mean size increa-
sing with depth. This phenomenon, although lessmarked, Was found in all
trips except in October 1970 (Table V).
3.- REPRODUCTION
Determination of sex Was done macroscopically without difi-
culty. With Pagellus cou pei seX could be determined for specimens as
small as 10 cm whilc for the 15 cm - group the determination Was 100%.
The smallest specimen of Pagrus ehrenbergi sexually identified worc
within 14 cm (females) and 16 cm (males) groups. for Gvery fish bigger
than 22 cm the g~ Was identified with certainty. For Dentex canariensis
this ronge Was from 17 to 22 cm.
3.1.- Sex ratio (Table VI)
Pagellus coupei:
In both years of the survey the number of males in the Bam-
ples Was significantly bLgger than that of females. The exception was
the cruise in August 1910.
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Pagrus ohrenbergi:
In 1969 and in 1970 we found more males than females in the
samples population off Tema, but the difference Was significant only in
1970. On the whole shelf the sex ratio did not show siqnificant diffe-
rences.
Dentex canariensis:
No significant differences of the sex ratio -,were found in
this spccies.
No seasonal characteristics in sex distIibution oould be
found in any of the studied species~ However, with Pagellus coupei the
predominancy of males over females Was in general limited ta the depths
of 20 and 25 fathoms, while in shallower and deBper waters it occurred
only occasionally.
3.2.- Mean lcngth at first maturity
For cach species and bath sexes we calculatod the number
ration of mature fish (maturity stage III to VII-II) ~ga!~st the total
sa'~.f?ledwithi.n,each cm group~ For oach species this WaS done separately
... _" ....
for bath spawning periods 50 that samples from three months (monthof
peak spawning p~us two neighbouring ones) were pooled together. The va-
lues of the resulting were plottod aS a function of size. Curves similar
ta those of mesh selectivity experiments were obtained.· For ail three
species there WaS no apparent difference in two spawning periods, sa We
bulked the data from aIl six manths together (Figure 13)~ The curves
were ,more or less symmetrical for Pagellus coupei and Pagrus chrenbergi
but very skewed for Dentex canariensis.
..
The length of mature fish at 50% level
culated by using the formula:
Lm (50%) was c81-
.. -.72 -
where Ln+l is the length whon aIl the fish are at leest at the begining
.. of their gonad maturity and Jf~i is the sum of ordinate values within
the range of the curve. The resulta obtained were as follows:
lm (50%)
males females
Pagellus coupei 13.06 cm 12.22 cm
Pagrus ehronbergi 20.98 cm 19.58 cm
Dentex canariensis 22.31 cm 21.92 cm
Our values could be, naturally, bigger if we had used ooly
maturity stages V, VI and VII for the analysis. Using this metnod howe-
ver, the dots tend ta be very soattered and Wo never reach the 100%
point, because thera is always in the sample a certain percentago of
fish in maturity stage VII-II or IV during the whole pe~od of spaW-
ning.
Thé age of Pagellus coupei and Pagrusehrenbergi when 50% of
them first reproduce or are about to spawn is 14 months. Dentex csna-
riensis the growth pattern could not be determined satisfactorily but
we believe that they mature in their second yoar of life too.
3.3.- 5pawning period
for aIl three species there Was evidence of some reproduction
activity throughout the year~ It soon bocame clear thet it Was not pos-
sible to determine thepéak. o'f the spawning seaSon merely by using the
percentage of fish with advanced sexuel maturity in the sample. The
distinction between maturity stages WeB bound ta be much tao subjective
for a correct analysis. Moreovcr the specimens we cxamined wcre very
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seldom fresh as they had stayed several hours or even days in deepfree-
zers. After the fish had been defrozen it WaS impossible ta distinguish
maturity stages IV and VII. FrDm May 1969 on we used therefDre à quan-
titative methDd for reprDductiDn cycle studies i.e. we oalculated for
each mDnth the gDnDsDmatia index (RGS) for bDth sexes in a~ three spe-
cies. The monthly variations Df average values Df RGS together with
average bDttom t~peratures Df the statiDns frDm where the samples were
taken are shawn Dn figures 14-16.
The main spawning season fDr Pagellus cDupei Was in June,
just befDre the principal upwelling seaSDn. AnDther smaller peak Df
gonad activities was fDund in January. BDth sexes shDwed remarkably pa-
rallel development. The highest values Df bottom sea water temperature
were assDciated with minL~al gDnad activity.
For Pagrus ehrenbergi the main spawning accurred in 1970
during September, at the end Df the cool periDd. We believe that in
1969 this peak periDd Was postponed till OctDber, but unfortunately no
data were available ta prDve this assumptiDn. HDwever, the small value
Df RGS and prolonged period Df IDW bottom temperature in September 1969
might suggest thet the above assumption is cDrrect. AnDther small peak
Df reprDductive activity occurred in February. Although the average RGS
values Df males are small they show similar fluctuations ta those Df
females.
Dentex canariensis spawned in 1969 in August i.e. during
the main upwelling periDd. In 1970 the maturity development Wes abrup-
tly interrupted in July by a sharp decline in temperature (note the si-
milar interruption with Pagrus ehrenbergi) and later it Was renewed in
August. However, the value of RGS Was smeller then the previous yeer.
AnDther smaller spawning periDd could be detected in January.
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3.4.- Spawning ground:
Pagellus coupei waS limited during spawning time to the depth
between 20 and 30 fathoms. RGS Values did not show any difference within
this bathymetric range.
Pagrus ehrenbergi migrated into shallow Waters during spaW-
ning and RGS values decreased with increasing depth (10 fathoms - 4.3,
30 fathome - 2.6).
Dentex canarien6is WaS distributed more or less evenly bet-
ween 20 and 30 fathoms during reproduction, but RGS values were the hi-
ghest et 25 fathoms.
From the above results it 6eemB that Pagellus coupei and
Dentex canariensis spawn in deeper waters while the spawning ground of
Pagrus ehrenbergi is in shallower waters.
4.- lENGTH-WE IGHT RELAT ION5H IP
The parametcrs of the equation W= aln were calculated for
Bach sex and for aIl the specimens together (including sexually unde-
terminated) for aIl three species. The differences of the exponent va-
lues of length between sexes were tested by 5tudent t distribution
using the formula:
li
t os
Where Snf rtm is the pooled standard dcviation of the regression coeffi-
cients of the logarithmlc values of W and L for bath sexes.
..
•
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Pagellus coupei:
The length-weight rolationship for a11 specimens examined
Wes exprcssed by the equation:
W = 0.01336 L3 • oO
+Confidence limits for the exponent of L wore 3.00 - 0.03
The adequate values for females ware:
3.01 + 6\W= 0.01314 L {conf. limits: 3.01 0.0 J
and for males:
W c 0.01528 L2• 96 (conf. limits: 2.96 + 0.05)
Pagrus ehrenbergi:
All specimens:
2.85 . . +W= 0.02442 L (conf. l~~ts: 2.85 0.04)
Females:
W= 0.02424 L2• 85 (conf. limits: 2.85 + 0~09)
Males:
W= 0.02392 L2• 86 (conf. limits: 2.86 + 0.08)
Dentex canariensis:
All specimens:
W= 0.01736 L2~91 (conf. limits: 2.91 + 0.03)
Females:
2.93 ( . . +W= 0.01651 L conf. 11m1ts: 2.93 0~03)
Males:
W= 0.01893 L2~88 (conf. limits: 2.88 ~ 0.04)
Only Pagellus coupei showed the cubic relationship between
weight and length. For the other two species: the exponent values of
length were significantly diffcrent from 3.
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With aIl thr8e species the sexes did not shaw significant
differences in their length~weight relationship. It is thereforc suf-
ficient to present the resulting curves for aIl specimens combined
(F igures 17, 18).
5.- CONDITION FACTOR
Condition factor (C) is classically oxprosscd by the formula
W
C ~ -cr multiplied by a convenient cons~ant factor (usually 100 is
used). This equat~on can be used only in cases where the power of L in
length-weight relationship is nct significantly different from 3. In
this case the condition factor of fish is independent of ~he length and
is affected only by ecological (abundance of food, inconvenient tempe-
rature) and physiologieal (spawning, disease) factors. If, on the other
hand, th~ length-weight relationship is not cubic, the condition factor
becomes also a function of Land does not ooly reflect the influence of
the above factors.
In our case the classicel formula could be used only for
Pagellus coupei for which the relation between weight and length WaS
found to be cubic. For the other two species we had ta use aS a power
of L the values obtained in the length-waight equation. The condition
factor WaS calculated for each fish and the values obtained were ave-
raged for each month and plotted together with monthly variations of
gonosomatic index. Only the samples from Tema transect were used in
this analysis.
PBgellus coupei (Figure 19)1
Monthly Va r ia ti. ons of cond i tion factor showed the Same pai;-
tern for both sexes. Maximum values of C wexè obtained in Jenuary-fe-
bruary, from September-November and in May - just before the main
- 80 -
spawning. Minimum values wero found in June during the spawning and in
July after the sharp drop in bottom temperature.
Pagrus ehrenbergi (Figure 20):
Condition faotors were calculated only for females. The gono-
somatic variations of males are not sufficiently distinct to be used
for comparison. Thore Wes onesrnall peak of average C found in January
and two big ones in August and October, i~e. before and after the main
spawning perbd. Another peak was also observed in May. The lowestvalue
of C Was found in July~ There was a short decline in 5eptember during
main spawning.
Dentex canariensis (Figure 21):
for this species also the condition factors wore calculated
only for females. Peak values of C were fa und in January, May and No-
vember. The biggest decline in the value of C occurred again in July.
6.- GROWTH RATE AND A5YMPTOTIC lENGTH
Several methods were tried ta determine the age groups and
growth rate of the studied species.
At first age determination was tried by scale reading which
proved unreliable. The number of rings on the scales did not reveal any
correlation with the length of the fish. It seems that Longhurst's
claim (1963) that most of demersal fishes in tropical waters showed no
cyclical change in feeding intensity during the year, was correct.
5everal trials were made by using Cassie's (1950) method of
dissecting polymodal length-frequency curves into normal distributions
by use of probability paper. This method, however, failed ta give more
than mean lengths of first twa year classes~
•
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Another mcthod was tried therefore whieh proved to give rathor
good rosults on growth studies with Pacifie tuna (Hennemuth - 1961) and
tropical Scienidae (Longhur&t - 1964) i.e. by analysis of monthly pro-
gressions of modal longths. Modes ware seleetcd from the monthly length-
frequency distributions for Pagrus ehrenbergi according to similar cri-
teria ta those established by Hennemuth (1961). With Pa~ollus coupei and
Dentex canariensis we selectod modes from seasonal length-frequency dis-
tributions usbg the Same method as Barro (1968). The growth of indivi-
dual broods Was traced by joining the modes along the most probable
growth lines. A linear form of von Bertalanffy's growth oquation was
used and parameters were calculated by standard regression analysis. The
time pe~d between It+l and It Was one year for Pagrus ehrcnborgi and 3
months for the other two species.
Pagrus ehrenbergi:
Bath broods (from September and February spawning) ware aasily
traced (Figure 22) and growth equation Was as follows:
It+l = 0.61 It + 17.24 from whore
K = -loge 0.61 0.49 and
17.34
L = = 44.76 cm
1 -K
- B
Asymptotic weight WaS calculated, using the length-weight re-
lationship of this species:
•
w = 0.0244 L 2.8496 = 1247 9
The biggest specimen caught measured 43.1 cm with weight 1196 9
which is very close ta our estimatcd asymptotic values.
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Ta got the theoretical growth curve WB would need parameter ta
which we could not calculato from our data. Taking for ta = 0 we can use
however our growth equation and result will be the theoretical modal
lengths at each birthday. The theoretical weights Were calculated in the
same manner as the 8symptotic weight. Theoretical growth curvcs for
length and weight are given on figure 23.
From the above results can be concluded that Pagrus ehrenbergi
lives in thesc waters 6-7 years. The exploi ted population is, however,
composed mainly of age groups r+ and 11+. Of aIl fish caught, 97.24%
measured less than 34 cm which is the length the fish reaches at its 3rd
birthday.
Pagellus coupei:
The monthly length-frequency histograms on Tema transect were
too erratic for tracing the progression of modal length. Thereforo we
used the data from seven trips on aIl the trëJnsects. It Was mentioned
before that Pagellus coupei Was found very often grouped by size (or age)
on a particular station and length-frequency curves were most.ly unimodal.
AlI modal lengths from the samples with more than 50 specimens were plot-
ted for each cruise, together with the major mode of aIl the semples corn-
bined, and joined in such a way that the curves represented the growth of
individual broods (Figure 24). Bath the broods of January end June were·
clearly detected. The modal length for the June brood in December 1969
WaS apparently tao high ta fit into the curve. We believe that this is
probably due ta the selectivity of the gear which retained only larger
fish of the age group O. From both curves of June brood the modal lengths
et three-monthly intervels were deduced. With the regrassion analysis the
growth equation Was obtained as follows:
and growth paremetcrs were
K
4 = -
-B.E-
log 0~896 = 0.11
e
K ... 0.44
L
3~19
-K/4l-e
"" 30.76 cm
from the equation of length-weight relationship we calculaded
w
w = 0.01336 L 3.0043 = 395 9
The biggest specimen caught meBsured 30.2 am and weighed 357 9
which correspond weIl with our estimate of asymptotic length and weight.
Taking as before ta = 0, and using the above length-weight re-
lationship the theoretical growth curves of length and weight were ob-
tained (Figure 23).
The life span of Pagellus coupei is, similarly, to the pre-
vious species 6-7 years. The only important part of the population are
those fish of 1+ and 11+ age groups. Of aIl fish caught during the pe-
riod of our survey 97.21% were smaller than 23 cm which is the estimated
modal length of age group at its third birthday.
Dentex canariensis:
The same meth od Was used as wi th the prcvious species. Two
broode were deterrnined clearly, both presumably from the main spawning
period (August), al though it is very difficult to trace the curve accu-
rately as fax back as from 18 cm mode (Figure 25)~
The growht equatian from the regression analysis WeB:
I t +l!4 .. 0.945 lt + 3.31 and
K
-loge 0.945 0.06 K =
- = =
0'24
4 • ,n,
l 3~3l 59.96",:s cm
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We could not be satisfied with these results. We can still tolerBte
that estimated asymptotic length is 10 cm lower thBt the biggest fish caught
and that 0.5% of fish captured measured more than 60 cm. Aowever the theore-· c
ticsl modal length at first birthday, obtained from our growth equation
(12.8 cm) is in rather big discrepaney with the empirical length-frequency
distribution. We have seen earlier (chapter 2) that 11 months old recruits
had modal lengths of 14 and 15 cm. It is therefore believed that our estima-
tion of growth parameters is not correct and the most probable roason is in-
sufficient materialand consequcntly the modal lengths of age groups did not
truly rcpresent the population.
7.- fOOD AND fEEDING
Only full stomachs were examined for main taxonomie groups. The re-
suIte expreased in percentage composition of food of aIl tbrec species are
given on Table VII.
Fish Was the main diet in aIl thxee species. Dentex eana~sis WaS
cspecially piscivorous, i ts second important foed item we±e Cephalopoda.
PagruB chrenbergi feeds very oftcn on slow moving shelled benthic animaIs
Buch aS molluscs, crustaceans and ophiuroids. Pagellus coupei appcars to
teks a wider range of availablo food organisms.
No study could have been made on the feeding habits of these spacice
in relation to thcir size as the numbex of specimens Was too small. In aIl
samples only about 3% of stomachs wore full, mainly duo to the captured fish
regurgitating the stomach contents during their ascant to th8 surface. This
is an important handicap when the feeding intcnsity is invcstigated on the
basis of the amount of fish with full stomachs in the samplc~ If it is a6-
sumed, however, that the rate of rcgurgitation is moro or less constant th(m ; ..
the highest faoding intcnsity for aIl thrae spacics occuxred in both August
trips, i.e. during the main upwalling time (Table VII). Morcovor in Pagellus
coupei thora Was higher percentagc of specimens with full stomachs in
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fig.24: - Growth of individusl broods of Pagellus coupei from
progression .. 01" nsodes identified in _ ..anal 1ength
frequency distributions. (figures indic.te thenum-
~r of 8emp.tea m'th the 88me mode)
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DIS eus 5 ION
Soveral years ago LONGHURST (1963) doscribod two main communities of
domorsal fish fauns in tropical West Africa: a Sciaonid community above the
base of thèrmocline on soft doposits, and a Sparid community which inhabits
herd bottoms above the baso of thermocline (shal1ow Sparid sub-comm.) and
aIl deposits below that level (deop Sparid sub-comm~)~ AlI trawlling surveys
carried out in different regions of West Africa confirmed that theory more
or less. As for the epecios dealt with in this papor Pagrus ehrenbergi belongs
to so-cal1ed shallow Sparid community while Pagellus coupoi and Dentex cena-
riensis are typlcal representatives of the deep Sparid community.
Pagellus cou pei seoms ta be a rathor important dcmersal species in
almost every region of the tropical East Atlantic betwecn 30 and 70 matres
(GTS report-1968). Some authors report maximum catch ratos of this specios
betwoen 30 and SOm (CROSNIER and BERRIT, 1966; GTS, 1968; BOUILLON, TROADEC,
BARRO, 1967-1969) while ethers in deoper waters i.e. botween 50 and 70 m
(SKORNYAKOV, 1963a; CR05NIER, 1964; DURAND, 1967; SALlEN, 1957). We believe
that those difforences are caused largely by the time et which the survey WaS
carried out. Optimal tomperûture for this spocies soems to he be10w 20°C
(LONGHURST, 1963; DURAND, 1967; BOUILLON ot al., 1969) and aS we have seon,
the inshore-offshare migrations of this species dcpend on this temperature
optimum. If the survey is carriod out during the stable Warm period with a
distinct thermocline at 30-50 m, the fish will bo found in deeper waters
(SAllEN, 5KORNYAKOV, CROSNIER), and viceversa (GTS - area 7 - Ghana). CROS-
NIER and BERRIT (1966) found this species, however, rather eurithermic and
abundant between 19 and 25° on the shelf of Togo and Dahomey.
Our results agree with those of the above authors that Pagel1us
coupei inhabits aIl grounds rogardless of the nature of the bottom, although
it is more abundant on hard deposits (four times aocarding to our data).
This ie also in agreement with the general definition of the d8ep Sparid sub-
community· as regards the nature of the bottom they inhabit •
. Pagrus ohronbergi hûs a wide distribution and Wes reported to be
found in aIl regions in tropical West Africa (GTS, 1968). In sorne regions
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it occurrs very occasionally (Ivory Coast: TROADEC, BOUILLON, BARRO, 1967,
1969; Nigeria: LONGHURST, 1965; Cameroon: CROSNIER, 1964; Congo, DURAND,
1967) while in the others, especial1Y in north-western part of the Gulf of
Guinea, may sometimes reprcsent 25-63% of total catch (LONGHURST, 1963;
POSTEL, 1954). Most of the authors report this species as having shal10wer
distribution than the other two spoçios (LONGHURST, 1963; CROSNIER, 1964,
CROSNIER & BERRIT, 1966). In Ghana waters the biggcst catch rates were found
et 25-30 fathoms (SAllEN, 1957; GTS, 1968) which corrosponds weIl to our
data. Only in Congo (DURAND, 1967) Was this species not found at shallower
depths ~han 50 m.
As the representative of the shallow Sparid sub-community, Pagrus e.
is supposed to be found in warm waters on hard deposits. It seems, howcvcr,
that this species inhabits equally abundantly the cold deep waters, prefe-
ring there hard grounds as weIl (CROSNIER and BERRIT, 1966). In our deeper
muddy stations off Axim we did not find this species but only a few specimens
on two Occasions.
Dentex canariensis is reported to be distributed aver a wide depth
range in the tropiC91 West Africa (GTS, 1968). It seems aS if there is e
gcographical break in the distribution of this species off Nigeria (ibi~em).
Very poor density was also rocorded in Ivory Coast (TROADEC, BOUILLON, BARRO,
1961), Cameroon (CROSNIER, 1964) and Congo (DURAND, 1967). During the Guineen
Trawling Survey, bigger catch rates than 5.5% of the total catch were found
only in Ghana and Dahomey. The highest catch rates found during the ebove
survey were et 40-50m with the exception of Ghana where the best catches wcre
recorded at 15-20 m depth which is quitc exceptional. SKORNYAKOV (1963a)
found this species in abundance betwocn 40 and 60 m. In our 53 hauls accom-
plished at depths of 10 and 15 Fathoms (18 and 27 m) on only one occasion
WaS the catch bigger than 10 kg (17.5 kg) ~hile in 34 tows the catches were
nil or only in troccs (less than 0.25 kg).
According to LONGHURST1s conception of the deep Sparid sub-community
this species should be expectcd on all grounds below the thermocline. CROS-
NIER and BERRIT (1966) found this spccies on hard or sandy grounds in the
o.
•
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vicinity of the rocks. Our d8tn showed practically a total lack of this
specios on soft deposits. Out of 21 tows carriod out on the abovo mentioned
stations off Axim, tho total of 13 specimens were cêlught on only 3 ocCa-
sions.
The datû cbllectcd hitherto on size distribution of the species in
question are rather inadepquato for comparison purposas as the· boots, gaars
and the measurement technique (including.total length-LT, standard length-LS
and fork length-LF) woro not stùndardizod and differ by outhor and ragion.
Ncvertheles5, some conclusions cou~p be drawn from our data and those of
different authors in tropical West AfricB.
Pagellus coupei is the smallest of the threa spocics with ratRer
small ovorall size range. LDNGHURST (1965) found bigger specimens in Togo
than in Nigeria (size ra nge 15-30 .aS against 14-23' an) ~ CRDsN 1ER and BERR IT
(1966) recorded in Togo and Dahomey size range 9-25 cm (LF), SKORNYAKOV
(1963a) in Ghana 10-23 (LS) and CROSNIER (1964) in Carneroon 9-25 (LT). AlI
theso data including ours show thût the biggest specimens found wero not
bigger than 30 cm total length. Only GTs reports the size range of· this
fish aS 6-42 cm and Ghana the only region where the fish Was bigger then
34 cm; unfortunately no records on depth were reprosented. It might be
presumed that these large specimens were caught in dcepwaters aS we found
in two years of. survey only three specimens larger than 28 cm LTbetween 10
and 40 fathoms depth. The moan.value of LTwas around 16 cm (CROsNIER, 1964)
and a little less for LF and LS (CROsNIER, 1966, sKORNYAKOV, 1963b).
Overoll size range of Pagrus ehrenbergi Was reportod in GTS aS
6-74 cm. MATT!, (1965) found it in Mauritanie aS 29-66 cm LT, LONGHLIRST
(1965) rccorded again with this spacies smaller fish in Nigeria (5-38 cm)
than in Togo (12-48 cm). For the latter region CROS NIER and BERRIT (1966)
report the size range of this spocies aS 9-42 cm (Ls), and CROSNIER (1964)
in Cameroon aS 16-43 cm LT. Our data correspond quite weIl with those of
the other authors, only during GTS II they found bigger specimens in Ghana
waters thon wc did •
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There waS a widc range of mean sizes recorded ~n GTS (from
Il.1-42.5 cm). The rosults of m6an length reportad by the other authors
also diffcr considerably: SKoRNYAKOV(1963b) in Ghana-28~1 cm (LS), CROSNIER
and BERRIT (1966) in Togo and Dahomey-23 cm (LF) and CRoSNIER (1964) iD Ca-
meroon-29 cm (LT). Considuring the unequal size distribution within the po-
pulations i.e. the fish grouped by size and/or the diffcrcnt size distribu-
tion"by depth (sec later;) such differances in observed mcûn lengths arenot
surprising. In our ~ase wc found thc differenco of 6.8 cm between the mean
lengths in two consecutive ycars of surve~, the decline of mean size being
causc® by the strong newly recruited generation in the first year of the
survey. This case shows that detecting overfishing by the data on length
distribution and on mean size .becomes very questionable in a region where
the fish population is ma.inly.· compose of two young year classes and the
older and bigger specimens are always Scarce. The recruitment can therefore
influence m.uch more the mean size of the population than the excessive ex-
ploi tation.
The widest siza range of aIl three species was found with Dentex
canariensis (GTS-1968) i.e. 11-96 cm (12-69 cm in Ghana which corresponds
wall with our data). A much smallcr range Was reportcd from Togo and Dahomey
(CRDSNIER and BERRIT, 1966) i.e. 19-47 cm (LF) and from Ghana (SKORNYAKoV,
1963b) - 32-61 cm (LS). It is also evident that mean sizcs from different
regions differ considcrably (GTS - 14.3 to 48.9 cm).
There are only few data available about the size distribution by
depth. Although it Was found that aIl three species shoal by size groups
thera WaS no indication of size distribution by depth (GTS-1968). SKORNYAKOV
(1963a) found in Ghana small specimens of Pagellus coupai (7-8 cm LS) in
shallow waters, while CRoSNIER and BERRIT (1966), on. the ccmtrary, recorded
the young specimens fùrther from the coast and assumed that the spawning of
this species probably takes place in decper waters. Our results showed, ho-
wever, that the newly recruitGd generation of aIl threo spocies first occur-
red in shallow waters (10 and 15 fathoms) during both years of tha survey.
..
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During this season size distribution by depth Was very distinct for aIl
three species, i.e. mean size incrüased with depth. In the other poliods of
the year Pagrus ehrenbergi always kcpt the same size distribution by depth
and Dentex canariensis in aIl but one occasion, while the highest meen
lengths of Pagellus couRei wcre recorded at the intermediate depths of 20
and 25 fathoms. Bearing in mind the optimum tempe ratures of thesc species
such a size distribution by dcpth aS was found than the young oncs. The
reason for .size distribution of f2J!ellus c. could also be duo ta i ts parti-
cular sox distribution by depth, bigger males provailing over females at
depths where the highest values of mean size were obtained.
There are only few available data from tropical Eastern Atlantic,
concerning the reproductive cycle of the species in question. SKORNYAKOV
(1963a) supposcd that Pagellus c. spawns from December to March and that
larvac must be eurythermic and euryhaline aS sexually mature specimens off
Dakar and off Takoradi (Ghana) wcre found in waters with temperature from
IB_30 DC and selinity from 32.0% to 35.5%. During GTS they found mature
Pagellus c. in Novcmber in Cameroon and in May in Gabon and Congo. MATTA
(1965) put very strict limits of spawning period for Paqrus e. off Mauri-
tania, i.e. 15 th May ta 15 th Junc~ LONGHURST (1963) assumed that in Guinea
waters (south of Isles de Los) spawning of this species occurred in Septem-
ber or from September onwards. GTS found running ripe individuals off Nige-
ria in Oetober and mature females in Bissagos area in May. fIs for Dentex e.
thore are data from Gabon and Congo (GTS-196B) wherc the fish WaB found
mature in May.
There may be several rOasons for thcsc seemingly erratie results of
spawning period. It is possible that thera exist different populations of
studied speciea with differunt reproductive cycle. The seBsonsl hydrogra-
phie conditions can surely affect the outburst of spawning in different
periods in a partieular rcgion. Howover, the main rOaSon for these discre-
pancies is, in our opinion, the pùrticular sexual pattern of fish in tro-
pical waters where the distinction between rest-pcriod and spBwning is not
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clear and spawning time is very difficultto detect if sampling is not con-
tinuous over a longer periode During 18 months of our observations only
Dentcx canariensis showed a more or less distinct rest-porioù against a pe-
riod of reproductive activity. The othor two specics showed a moderate sexual
activity throughout the year espocially evident in fomales. In only four
months WaS there more than 50% of fcmales of Pagellus _S. in maturi ty stage
VII ~ Il and none in stage IV~ In aIl the other months We found from Il.1 to
40.6% of females with gonads in advanced maturity (stage IV). With Pagrus e.
this WaS even more explicite In aIl but one month there WaS less than 40% of
females in the rest-period and aIl the time Wc wcrc catching fcmales with
gonads in stage IV (3.3 - 30~3%) and VII (1.2 - 57 .6%)~ The only way to de-
toct the spawning time Was thercfore by following the fluctuations of gono-
somatic index. The specimens with running ripe gonads were very scarce and we
agree with Matta' s statement (1965) ,that the actual œloase of sexual pro-
ducts has to be accomplished in very short time.
It appoars quitc evident that spawning alone does not affect the
condition factor value. It is remarkablc that tha fluctuations of C showed a
very similar pattern in aIl threc species. The fish ware in the "best condi-
tion" in January (despitc small spawningl, May and aftcr the· upwelling sea-
son i.e. in October and Novembor. The peak production of zooplankton in
August (MEN5AH, 1969) probably causes a later peak production of zoobenthos
upon which thesc fish foed and which is reflected in the maximum values of C
in October and Novembur. A similar oxplanation could bo applied to the peak
in Mayas there is a minor peak of plankton production during the smaller
upwelling at the beginning of the year. Apart from the docline of the con-
dition factor during the main spawning, which is a normal foature, the lowest
C in aIl three species occurred in July, when the temperature on the bottom
dropped sharply by more than 5 degrees. The reason for this striking loss of
weight in connection with this ~nusually'cold water (the average temperature
for aIl stations Was below l8 DC) might bo eithcr a direct influence of low
temperaturo on metabolic processes or an indirect one through an adversE
effect on the zoobenthos production~ However, knowing that optimum tcmpcra-
..
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turcs for aIl thre8 speoies are bclow 20 oC this second possibility se8ms
.. more plausible. A similer double affect can also be producad by the sudden
drop in oxygen which accompanies the upwelling but the study of this effect
is beyond the scope of the pres8nt paper.
Very little research has bccn done in tropical West Africa, concer-
ning the age distribution and growth rate of the species studied. Age de-
termination by using the number of rings on the scales provod to be rether
difficult if not impossible (LONGHURST, 1963), SKORNYAKOV (1963a) WaS the
only' author who claimod that age determination of Pagellus coupei by scales
,:read:j..ng wa!3 eesy. However, this re~lts; bBsed on such dcterminBtion, are
not convincing. Mean lengths of age groups seem to be much toolow and when
. .. ./'.
the length increments between consecutive age groups arc plotted againsts
their average lengths, the obtained asymptotic length is only 18.5 cm.
Regression analysis, of modal increment, al though the selection of
modes and their joining in opparent growth curves is unavoidably subjective,
seemed to give at least for Pagcllus coupei and Pagrus ehrenbergi rather
satisfactory :t'esults. It is interosting to note that LOI\lGHURST (1963), using
a similar technique, Bstimatod for Pagrus ehrenbergi off Sierra Leone lengths
at first and second birthday in close agreement with our results.
From the length-frequency distributions recorded by different au-
thors for several regions of the tro~icBl Eastern Atlantic, as weIl as from
our results, we may conclude that only two age groups represent more then
80% of the total exploitable population of these threc spacies. Consequen-
tly, overfishing can very quickly de pIete the stocks. On the other side,
with such ep~rticularp~pulatiGnstructure, with the first maturity in
the second yser of· li fe and sexual activi ty ovor a longer period i t is
expected that the recovery of the stock will be more repid than in tem-
perate sea fisheries. The overfishing would therefore be mainly of econo-
mical and much less of biological consequences.
Although the percentage of full stomachs in the samples of aIl
three species was always small, we nover found semples in which a11 the
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specimerls would have empty stomachs. This means that the fish feed the whole
year around. To the same conclusion came SKORNYtd<GV (1963a) for ?agellus c.,
while M~TTh (1965) found out that Pagrus e. did nat feed during spawning,
but he mcant only the actual time of releasing the sexual praducts.
We emphasized above that the method we used for ostimating the fee-
ding intensi ty on the basis of the amolJnt of fullstomachs in the samples is
rather questignablo whon the fish regurgitate the stomàch content during their
ascent to the surface. However, uur finding of maximum fecding intonsity in
August àg~epd weIl with the observations of fat content and fluctuations of
condition factor. In October the visceral cavity of Pagcllus c. and Dentex c.
WS8 full of fat.Lack of such fat with Pagrus e. Was expected in this period
considering that this spècies just accomplishod spawning. It Was mentionad
befoie that in the months after the main upwelling season, the condition
factors reached their peak values in all three species.
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